
Midpoint
Grade  

Criteria

D9

Innovative and risk taking designs have been generated

Get client feedback on your designs/future designs and use annotations to analyse how 
you can improve your design

D7-8

Creative imaginative designs using 3D drawing and rendering

Explain with reasoning why materials have been selected for the design, comparing to 
other materials that could be used

D5-6

Create designs that have a varied approach, avoiding design fixation

Show evidence of attempted 3D drawing

Justify why the designs looks the way it does (referencing shape, colour etc.)

D3-4

Create a clear design page with some indication of material used

Explain your choice of user and why the product is suitable for them

Using annotation write how each design works (function of the product)

D1-2

Basic ideas have been generated in relation to the brief 

Suggest a user for the product you have designed

Has labelled features of the design

Final Route Progress Indicator

No Some Good Exceptional

Design Technology Yr8
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Designing Book Polishing

1. Have you read through and acted on feedback given?

2. Have you looked through your TATs to see how to achieve the next track point?

3. Have you finished any incomplete work?

4. Have you corrected any spelling (sp) mistakes?

5. Have you made sure your work is presented well and is neat/tidy?

Parent Comments:

Checked by:                                                                                    Signed:

Midpoint grade comment
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Grade  
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D9

Innovative and risk taking designs have been generated

Get client feedback on your designs/future designs and use annotations to analyse how 
you can improve your design

D7-8

Creative imaginative designs using 3D drawing and rendering

Explain with reasoning why materials have been selected for the design, comparing to 
other materials that could be used

D5-6

Create designs that have a varied approach, avoiding design fixation

Show evidence of attempted 3D drawing

Justify why the designs looks the way it does (referencing shape, colour etc.)

D3-4

Create a clear design page with some indication of material used

Explain your choice of user and why the product is suitable for them

Using annotation write how each design works (function of the product)

D1-2

Basic ideas have been generated in relation to the brief 

Suggest a user for the product you have designed

Has labelled features of the design

Final Route Progress Indicator

No Some Good Exceptional

Design Technology Yr8
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Designing Book Polishing

6. Have you read through and acted on feedback given?

7. Have you looked through your TATs to see how to achieve the next track point?

8. Have you finished any incomplete work?

9. Have you corrected any spelling (sp) mistakes?

10. Have you made sure your work is presented well and is neat/tidy?

Parent Comments:

Checked by:                                                                                    Signed:

Midpoint grade comment


